They cite the following reasons: increased number of college students (what were they thinking when they moved next to a major university?), parking problems on football Saturday's for their guests (why were their friends want to come over on a 3C home game day anyway?), and further problems with traffic (lets see, they say that it is currently impossible to drive in Newton on game day because of the traffic levels. How is more traffic going to make this worse?). Sniff, sniff.

They sit on pins and needles awaiting Coach Coughlin's decision on January 29, 1993... As soon as we get around to it, we will start the dreams of Sugar Bowl appearance. Name the last team that did this for us... Inaugural ball if they voted for his coaching jobs After his decision, there was dancing in the streets and the residents of Chestnut Hill were elated. They took to the streets chanting, "No Ray Thompson must have promised the likes of Florida International, opponent when they beat the Hoyas, arguably the best team in Division One tourney this year. Georgetown, the residents have already spanked by the Hoosiers after that... One more time the number of Maverick losses to the number of Clippers losses (formerly the Buffalo Braves). Thurman Thomas remembers this year, but forgot rest of uniform, causing him to miss entire first quarter. The Newhoax hopes continues for him as Jim "...I'm also a climber" Kelly tosses 2 interceptions. Ken "Homoowner" Norton blocks a Lin "Lightening Strikes" Christy goal attempt and Emmett Smith rushes for 126 yards. Someone ought to let Marvin "Livy catch the bouquet, because Bills go home bridesmaids again...
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